General Election - November 7, 2000
Oakland County, Michigan

TO VOTE: Completely darken the oval opposite your choice(s), as shown:

IMPORTANT: Use only a #2 pencil or the marking pen provided. DO NOT USE RED INK.

PARTISAN SECTION: To vote the partisan section of the ballot, you may cast a "straight ticket," a "split ticket" or a "mixed ticket."

Straight Ticket: Vote the party of your choice. Nothing further need be done in the partisan section.

Split Ticket: You may vote a straight ticket AND vote for individual candidates of your choice.

Mixed Ticket: Vote for the individual candidates of your choice in each office.

THE NONPARTISAN and PROPOSAL SECTIONS of the ballot must be voted separately. Be certain to check the reverse side of the ballot.

DO NOT leave any columns blank. Each column must contain the vote of a candidate.

WRITE-IN CANDIDATES: To vote for a person whose name is not printed on the ballot, write his or her name in the space provided and darken the oval. This must be done even if you cast a straight party vote. Do not cast a write-in vote for a person whose name is already printed on the ballot for that office.

When you have completed voting, please place the ballot in the secrecy envelope so that votes cannot be seen and the numerals are visible. Return the ballot to the election official stationed at the tabulator(s). (If voting by absentee ballot, follow the instructions provided by the clerk for returning the ballot.)

NOTE: If you make a mistake, return your ballot to the election official and obtain a replacement ballot. Do not attempt to erase any marks made in error.

PARTISAN

STRAIGHT PARTY TICKET

To vote a STRAIGHT PARTY TICKET, vote for not more than ONE (1) candidate in each column.

REPUBLICAN PARTY

JOE KINNELDERS Republican

MATTHEW FRUMIN Democrat

JOSEPH ANDREW DITZSCH, JR. Democratic

DICK GACH Libertarian

DONNIE HILAND Governor

DALE E. MAJONEU Republican

MARGIE MCDERMUD Democrat

LEGENATIVE REPRESNTATIVE IN CONGRESS Representative 11th District

JOE KINNELDERS Republican

MATTHEW FRUMIN Democrat

JOSEPH ANDREW DITZSCH, JR. Democratic

DICK GACH Libertarian

DONNIE HILAND Governor

DALE E. MAJONEU Republican

MARGIE MCDERMUD Democrat

STATE BOARDS

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF EDUCATION OF WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

PATRICK A. GONZALES Republican

DAVID F. KANER Democrat

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

CONNIE BROWN Republican

GEORGE SCOTT RYAN Republican

DOROTHY V. GONZALES Republican

CAL RAPOSO Democrat

MICHAEL H. MILLER Democrat

DOUG STEELE Democrat

ROBERT GLASSU Democrat

MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY

MICHAEL KILLY Republican

MARY RAY MILLER Republican

PAUL MASSEY Republican

JACKIE WASHINGTON Democrat

SCOTTY ROMAN Republican

THOMAS W. JONES Libertarian

FREDERICK KLINE U.S. Treasurer

LUICHE D. GINTY U.S. Treasurer

JAMES J. MILLER Democrat

COUNTY

COUNTY EXECUTIVE

L. BROOKS PATTERSON Democrat

EUGENE KIM Liquidation

PAUL W. CHAMPION Libertarian

PARTISAN (Continued)

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

GEORGE W. BUSH Vice President

DIK CHENEY Republican

AL GORE Vice President

JOE Lieberman Democrat

HARRY BROWN Governor

ART URQUIZ Libertarian

JOHN HAGELIN National Law

NATHAN GEORGE Republican

HOWARD PHILIPS J. CURTIS TRASK Republican

RALPH NADER WANDA LOWE Democrat

UNITED STATES SENATE

SPENCER Avins Republican

DEBBIE STARR Democrats

MARK A. DOUGLAS Republican

MIDHAIL R. BAIYNE Libertarian

WILLIAM GODFREY National Law

JOHN MANHERING U.S. Treasurer

MATTHEW A. BROWN Democrat

PARTISAN (Continued)

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTIONS OF PRESIDENT AND VICE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES

GEORGE W. BUSH Vice President

DIK CHENEY Republican

AL GORE Vice President

JOE Lieberman Democrat

HARRY BROWN Governor

ART URQUIZ Libertarian

JOHN HAGELIN National Law

NATHAN GEORGE Republican

HOWARD PHILIPS J. CURTIS TRASK Republican

RALPH NADER WANDA LOWE Democrat

UNITED STATES SENATE

SPENCER Avins Republican

DEBBIE STARR Democrats

MARK A. DOUGLAS Republican

MIDHAIL R. BAIYNE Libertarian

WILLIAM GODFREY National Law

JOHN MANHERING U.S. Treasurer

MATTHEW A. BROWN Democrat

COUNTY

COUNTY TREASURER

SHELDON GOODMAN PAUL Republican

ARNO R. KILLNER Democratic

TOWNSHIP

TOWNSHIP SUPERVISOR

D. PAYNE Republican

TOWNSHIP CLERK

WILMA S. JETTINSON Democrat

TOWNSHIP TREASURER

DAN DEVINE Republican